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ABSTRACT
University servers and databases store a huge amount of data
including personal details, registration details, evaluation assess-
ment, performance profiles, and many more for students and lec-
turers alike. Mining such data offers a huge potential in advanc-
ing the educational field in the country because data mining is
able to extract important models and hidden patterns beneath the
data, which will help in decision-making to improve the outcome
of educational establishments. This work concerns with data re-
lated to students. Understanding the characteristics of students en-
rolled in the university is important as it helps the university or
institution to strategize on marketing their education programmes.
This paper analyzes the student characteristics of Universiti Putra
Malaysia based on their preference choice during registration at
the university. The experiments are carried out using the Oracle
Data Miner software and the results are analyzed and discussed.

General Terms:
Educational Data Mining
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the higher educational system at university level becomes
more automated and computerized, higher amount of data are
being generated and are made available. For example, a stu-
dent course registration system stores course selection list for
every student and a learning management system helps students
to evaluate a specific course or provides feedback about spe-
cific lecturer. From both system databases, historical records for
a specific lecturer teaching a specific course could be extracted
for the purpose of performance analysis and performance evalu-
ation.

One of the most important issues to be addressed in any ed-
ucational establishment is the student behaviors such as their
academic performance, course selections, added and dropped
courses or preference level. Another example is the university

registration system, which stores data concerning student charac-
teristics such as personal details and qualifications of the new ap-
plicants. This data contains numerous hidden patterns that could
be used to strategize the management effort to produce better
graduates.

Among the previous works include a student retention model
to analyze the factors that affect students decision to further
their higher education as mentioned by Tinto [6].Thomas and
Galambos[5] proposes a student satisfaction model that relates
how students situation and characteristics affect their satisfac-
tion towards some university or faculty. This study also analyzes
how the university facilities relates to student achievement. Both
works demonstrate the potential use of such model in targeting
the management effort towards specific issues at hand. While de-
cision making in managing the students and resources are im-
portant, an equally important task is planning and managing the
marketing cost of educational programmes. As the cost of mar-
keting in recent years is increasing, universities could capitalize
on data mining tasks in such cost.

This paper attempts to model relationship between the student
profiles with their university preference choice at the applica-
tion level using the student application database. The university
preference choice will show how the applied university is ranked
among other universities in the country as preferred by the stu-
dents. Studying the applicant characteristics will help targeting
the marketing efforts and thus saving costs concentrating in a
smaller group of potential students. The remaining of this pa-
per is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces previous works
about data mining applications in higher education. Section 3
provides an overview on the classification task in data mining
using the decision tree algorithm. Section 4 details out the ex-
periments and the Oracle Data Miner tool, Section 5 discusses
the results and and finally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Data mining has been widely applied in the higher education
field as universities provide huge masses of data. Some of the ap-
plication is to study factors that affect student retention through
monitoring the academic behavior and providing powerful strate-
gies to intervene as proposed by C. H. Yu et al. [8]. The study
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showed that some demographic factors like transferred hours,
residency, and ethnicity are very important to predict retention.
The classification decision tree of their study is shown in Figure1

Fig. 1. Classification Decision tree of Retention.

Yadav and Pal [7] use the ID3 decision tree to generate the im-
portant rules that can help to predict student enrollment into an
academic programme called the Master of Computer Applica-
tion. The generated tree yields that bachelor of science students
in mathematics and computer applications will enroll and will
likely to perform better as compared to bachelor of science stu-
dents without any background in mathematics.

Aher and Lobo[1] uses data from undergraduate student exam
grades to cluster the students and predict their performance in fu-
ture tests using decision tree algorithm. Research has also shown
the benefit of data mining applications in a course management
system for online instructors as in the study proposed by C.
Romero et. al [4] whereby the instructors are able to view sta-
tistical graphs and to apply clustering task to find similar charac-
teristics among a group of students using data generated from a
system. Table1 shows the details of each work including the ob-
jective, datamining task applied, data source and the tool used.
In this paper, the objective is to predict the student’s university
preference choice and focus on the characteristics of student with
low preference value. Oracle data miner ODM will be used on
the data obtained from university students registration profiles.

3. DECISION TREE CLASSIFICATION
Classification is one of data mining task using statistical and ma-
chine learning algorithms to predict group membership for data
instances. One common example is to predict weather for a day,
whether it will be sunny, rainy or cloudy. Popular classification
techniques include decision trees and neural networks [2].

The classification algorithm used in this case study will be the
decision tree, which is represented as a graph of nodes and
branches whereby in every branch a decision is made and the
consequence is presented in the resulting node connected to it.
Meanwhile, the leaf nodes represent the classes [8]. Decision tree
is chosen because the algorithm is able to generate rules that ex-
plain every condition and step that has been taken in performing
the classification task.

The objectives of our proposed classification task using the de-
cision tree algorithm is two-fold. The first is to know the pref-
erence level of new enrolling student applicants. The second is
to use the generated rules from the decision tree and focus on
characteristic of applicants that has low preference level to the
particular university with data on hand. Since this study is in-
terested in all the details about specific classes, decision tree is
considered the ideal solution to achieve the objectives.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The classification experiment proposed in this paper attempts to
inevstigate the characteristics of students who did not choose
Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) as their best preferred choice
in effort to strategize for targeted marketing for similar group of
potential students in the future.

4.1 Dataset
The dataset is sourced from student application database into
UPM, which consists of rich information ranging from appli-
cants personal information, qualifications, English tests, and ap-
plicants course choices. The main targeted attribute to be studied
will be the preference choice in the applicant course choice table.
Figure 2 shows the original table with all applicant attributes.

Fig. 2. Attributes from Faculty Applicant Course Choice.

However, while this table includes a lot of attributes, only a hand-
ful is useful for the proposed classification task. Figure 3 shows
the final attributes after the attribute removal process, carried was
carried out manually.

Fig. 3. Final attributes after attribute removal process.

Based on Figure 2, the following are details of the attributes.

—LEVEL_OF_STUDY_ID contains twelve possible distinct nu-
merical values each represent the study level owned by the
applicant, some of these values are certificate, bachelor and
master.
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Table 1. Related Works Details.
Work Objective Applied Data Mining Task Data Source Tool
C. H. Yu et al. [8] Study the factors affecting univer-

sity student retention
Classification of decision tree, mul-
tivariate adaptive regression splines
(MARS), neural networks

Track of continuous enrollment or
withdrawal of students enrolled at
university

JMP

Yadav and Pal [7] Predict good student enrollment Classification of decision tree Data of 432 students of the Depart-
ment of MCA

WEKA

Aher and Lobo
[1]

Improve students performance Classification and clustering Database of final year students for
Information Technology UG course

WEKA

C. Romero et. al
[4]

Show the benefits of applying data
mining in course management sys-
tems

Different tasks: classification, clus-
tering

Course management learning sys-
tem (Moodle data)

WEKA/
Keel

—PROG_APPLIED_ID contains also identifiers to program type
offered by the university including all faculties and levels.

—CGPA_RANGE_ID includes eight distinct numerical identifiers
each represents a CGPA range, for example the identifier value
eight represents the range 3.5-4, knowing that this university
follows the scale of CGPA 1 to 4 in evaluating students.

—BUMISTATUS represents the locality of the applicant, in other
words the state of living is far from the university location of
not. This attribute helps to study the effect of living location
in predicting the preference choice of UPM.

—CHOICE_ID represents the applicant preference choice in a
set of eight distinct values 1 to 8, the lower value means
higher priority for example the value 1 means that the appli-
cant prefers UPM as the best university.

AGE_APPLIED, GENDER_ID, and MARITALSTATUS_ID attributes
include distinct numerical values and are self-explanatory.

4.2 Data Preprocessing
Looking at the final attributes in Figure 3, note that some of
the chosen attributes contain missing values and need to be
handled in order to produce the best result. More specifically,
AGE_APPLIED is handled by replacing the missing values with
the attribute mean. Missing values for GENDER_ID are replaced
with the attribute mode. This is similar to other attributes such
as MARITALSTATUS_ID, PROG_APPLIED_ID, CGPA_RANGE_ID,
BUMISTATUS, and LEVEL_OF_STUDY_ID. Table 2 details out the
process for each attribute.

Table 2. Treatment for missing values.
Attribute Type Treatment
AGE APPLIED Ratio Null values replaced by mean
GENDER ID Nominal Null values replaced by mode
MARITALSTATUS ID Nominal Null values replaced by mode
PROG APPLIED ID Nominal Null values replaced by mode
CGPA RANGE ID Ordinal Null values replaced by mode
BUMISTATUS Nominal Null values replaced by mode
LEVEL OF STUDY ID Nominal Null values replaced by mode

Based on Table 2, mean represents the average from total sum
of attributes while the mode represents the most frequent value.
Note that missing values for ratio attribute are handled using the
attribute mean while the nominal and ordinal types are handled
by the attribute mode.

4.3 Oracle Data Miner
Based on the selected attributes, the classification experiment is
carried out using Oracle Data Miner (ODM) Tool [3]. ODM pro-
vides powerful data mining functionality as native SQL func-
tions within the Oracle Database. It is a component of the Oracle
Advanced Analytics option that helps companies to do conduct
better analysis on business or organizational data. The Oracle

Data Work Flow is Graphical User Interface (GUI)-based, hence
providing easy navigation to building and evaluating models, ap-
ply the data mining models to new data, and save and share their
analytical results.

Because of this, the ODM tool is able to build and apply predic-
tive models directly from the star schema data from the Oracle
database. Therefore, the models and results remain in the Oracle
database, thus eliminating the need for data movement, minimiz-
ing the information latency, while maintaining the security. Po-
tential use of the ODM is building predictive models that help to
target best customers, develop detailed customer profiles or de-
tect and prevent fraudulent actions during financial transactions.

The choice of ODM for this research is also influenced by the
nature of the UPM student data, which resides in an Oracle
database. Figure 4 shows the main user interface of oracle data
miner including some built model and workflow processes.

Fig. 4. Interface of Oracle Data Miner (ODM).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A decision tree algorithm was applied for classification task us-
ing the Oracle Data Miner tool with the model parameters as
shown in Figure 5. The homogeneity metric represents the way
of selecting the split node, which has two possible values Gini
and Entropy. In this experiment, the Entropy is chosen because it
allows the decision tree to have multiway splits while Gini will
enforce it to be binary [4].
The maximum depth represents the longest path depth from the
root to the leaves. In this experiment, it is set to 5 because assign-
ing less value will make the decision tree useless since the rules
generated will not provide much detail about a specific class or
leaf node. Having higher depth value makes the generated rules
with less support since the database instances are more scattered
over the tree nodes. Other model attributes like minimum records
in a node and minimum records in a split represents the support
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Fig. 5. Model parameters in ODM.

for specific attribute value. We notice that the model parameters
must be chosen carefully to get the most accurate result. The re-
sulted decision tree is shown in Figure 6.

Based on Figure 6, every node in the decision tree has its own
classification rule. This rule consists of a number of conditions
that helps in tracing one data instance to the right tree node. The
condition sequence length is proportional with the node level.
For example node10 has the following rule: if BUMISTATUS_ID
isIn (2) And LEVEL_OF_STUDY_ID isIn (3) Then 1.

For more accurate results we consider the rules of leaf nodes
since the main idea is to consider the tree depth of 5 in order
to consider more node splits with more conditions otherwise less
depth value could be considered. Table 3 shows the rules of every
leaf node. Note that the numbers appearing in the rules are only
representative of the actual values except the applicants attribute.

The main goal of this study is to address the characteristics of
student who does not choose Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM)
as their first preference. From the results, this means the interest-
ing values reside in the range 4 to 8 so only rules that produces
a value within the range is considered. It is noted in Table 2 that
node11 gives the value 6, which is the only interesting one repre-
senting the important characteristic to be studied. All other rules
belongs to the applicants that have UPM as their choice within
the accepted range 1 to 4.

The rule for node11 is: if LEVEL_OF_STUDY_ID isIn (5,
6) And PROG_APPLIED_ID ¡= 50.5 Then 6. The values 5,6
of LEVEL_OF_STUDY and 50.6 for PROG_APPLIED_ID repre-
sent foreign keys to other tables that contains the actual val-
ues. This is shown in Figure 7. After replacing the corre-
sponding values from the reference tables, the modified rule
will be: if LEVEL_OF_STUDY isIn (Bachelor, Diploma) And
PROG_APPLIED isIn (1, 2 until 50) Then 6.

Fig. 7. Actual values from foreign keys.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an application of Oracle Data Miner
(ODM) tool to perform decision tree classification using student
application database of Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM). The
aim of this work is to study the characteristic of students who
does not choose UPM as their preferred choice of educational
provider. After data preprocessing and cleaning, a decision tree
was constructed to investigate the student characteristics. The
classification experiments showed that student choice is mostly
affected by level of study and the program type they applied for.
Based on this finding, an improvement could be done to organize
specific programs so as to increase student interest and reputation
of the university. UPM student database is indeed a rich reposi-
tory of hidden models and relationships that could be capitalized
to build different models for other types of problems or interests.
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Fig. 6. Resulting decision tree.

Table 3. The rules of the decision tree leaves at depth 4.
Node Rules
node12 If LEVEL OF STUDY ID isIn (5, 6) And 50.5 < PROG APPLIED ID <= 1464 Then 2
node13 If LEVEL OF STUDY ID isIn (5, 6) And 1464 < PROG APPLIED ID <= 1469.5 Then 3
node20 If BUMISTATUS ID isIn (2) And LEVEL OF STUDY ID isIn (3) And PROG APPLIED ID <= 240.5 Then 1
node18 If LEVEL OF STUDY ID isIn (3, 4) And BUMISTATUS ID isIn (1) And 239.5 < PROG APPLIED ID <= 240.5 Then 1
node11 If LEVEL OF STUDY ID isIn (5, 6) And PROG APPLIED ID <= 50.5 Then 6
node14 If LEVEL OF STUDY ID isIn (5, 6) And 1469.5 < PROG APPLIED ID <= 1492 Then 1
node21 If BUMISTATUS ID isIn (2) And LEVEL OF STUDY ID isIn (3) And PROG APPLIED ID > 240.5 Then 1
node19 If LEVEL OF STUDY ID isIn (3, 4) And BUMISTATUS ID isIn (1) And PROG APPLIED ID <= 239.5 Then 1
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